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ELLIPTIC GENERA OF LEVEL N AND JACOBI POLYNOMIALS
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(Communicated by Thomas Goodwillie)

Abstract. In this work, we study Hirzebruch's level N elliptic genera and

show that the image of the complex projective spaces under the level 3 genus

can be realized very compactly in terms of Jacobi polynomials. To obtain these

results we examine a differential equation which the level 3 logarithm satisfies.

1. Introduction

The work in this paper is concerned with the study of the Hirzebruch level

N elliptic genus (px • This area of mathematics has thus far proven very rich.

For example, the complete description of <p2 led to the discovery of elliptic

cohomology theory (cf. [LI, L2]). Thus the understanding of the level N

elliptic genus and its formal group law may in turn provide insight into the

existence of level N (N > 3) elliptic cohomology theories. Knowledge of
these theories is not only of interest to topologists, but also to number theorists
and physicists (cf. [Br, C-C, W]).

Our main objective in this paper is to prove the following:

Theorem 4.1. The image of the complex projective spaces under the level 3 genus
can be realized as "homogeneous" Jacobi polynomials.

In order to calculate the images of the complex projective spaces we use the
level N logarithm. If we expand this logarithm as a power series in a neighbor-
hood of zero it is well known that the coefficients are exactly (pti(CPn)/(n + 1)

(cf. [H2]). Thus knowing the coefficients of the level N logarithm is essential
in solving the problem. In [LI] and [L2] Landweber shows that for level 2 these

coefficients can be written in terms of Legendre polynomials, and concludes that
lmcp2 c Z[l/2][ô, e], where S and s are modular forms of weights two and
four, respectively. For the level 3 case the problem is reduced to solving a cu-

bic polynomial equation and noticing (after some algebraic manipulation) that
the coefficients of the level 3 logarithm can be written out in terms of Jacobi

polynomials (note that Legendre polynomials are a special case of Jacobi poly-
nomials). These results naturally lead us to conjecture that for higher levels the

coefficients of all the level N logarithms can be expressed in terms of Jacobi
polynomials.
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For level 2 Landweber [LI, L2] shows that the existence of elliptic cohomol-

ogy depends on certain congruences for Legendre polynomials modulo powers
of all odd primes. These congruences imply that after inverting e or Ô2 — e
the hypothesis of the exact functor theorem is satisfied, thereby leading to an

elliptic cohomology theory. For the level 3 theory it should also be the case that
the existence of a level 3 elliptic cohomology theory is dependent on certain

congruences for Jacobi polynomials modulo powers of primes.
This paper is a revised version of the author's doctoral dissertation [V].
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Peter S. Landweber

for all his encouragement and support.

2. Level N elliptic genera

Let L be a lattice in the complex plane C generated by cox and co2 with

Im(û>2/wi) > 0. After multiplying L by a nonzero constant we can assume

that L = 27n(ZT-l-Z), i.e., cox = 2ni and co2 = 2nix, where t is in the upper

half plane MT. Let

Z = 2*'(£T + ]v^0

be a fixed TV-division point of the lattice with 0 < k, I < N. Furthermore,

we assume, in case 7Y > 2 and N = 2m, that (k, I) / (m, 0), (0, m) or

(m, m), so that z is not of order 2 in C/L.

We now define the complex valued function fz by

/-.,». r    ,    x 0(X)0(Z)    _ux
(2.1) fz(x)=   )J \'e *»*,

o(z — X)

where o(x) is the Weierstrass sigma function for the lattice L and kr, = %n2 +

j^nx. Here n2 = £(nix) and nx = Q(ni), where Ç(z) is the Weierstrass zeta

function (cf. [Ch]).
It can be shown that

(2.2) ft{x + 27TÍT) = e-2'il'Nfzix)

and

(2.3) fzix + 2ni) = e2nik'Nfzix)

by using properties of the sigma function (cf. [Ch, pp. 51-55]) and the Legendre

relation 2xr\x - 2n2 = 1 (cf. [Ch, Theorem 2, p. 50]).
Thus (2.2) and (2.3) imply that fz is elliptic on a sublattice of L. We see

that Fzix) = fzix)N is an elliptic function on L with a zero of order 7Y at

the origin and a pole of order N at z, i.e., on C/L the divisor of Fz is

(2.4) divFzix) = NiO)-Niz).

We note further that fz(x)=x-\-  in a neighborhood of zero.

Example 2.0.1. For N = 2 we have that (/c, /) = (1, 0), (0, 1), or (1, 1), and
thus ko = kn2 + lnx.

From this point on we will omit the subscript z.
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Definition 2.1. The Hirzebruch level N elliptic genus is the ring homomorphism

tpff-.n? ̂ c

defined by

Here the x¡ are given by applying the splitting principle to the total Chern

class, ciM2k) = Il/Li-»1 +Xi), and [M2k] is the fundamental homology class

of the [/-manifold M2k (cf. [H3]). Note that since / is dependent on re/

as a parameter, cpN also depends on t .
Closely associated to any genus with values in a Q-algebra is its logarithm

(cf. [R, p. 358]). For the level N elliptic genus we have the logarithm defined
by

ft>0

Thus,

(2.6) g'ix) = Y,<PNÍCPn)xn.

n>0

By using a residue argument one can show fix) = g~x (x) in a neighborhood

of the origin (cf. [H2]). A similar residue argument yields:

Lemma 2.1 ([H3]).  <pNiCPm) = 0 ifm+l is divisible by N.

Lemma 2.2. If z is our fixed N-division point then for each n > 1

(2.7) pC'iz) = i-iyin+iy.N^G^ir),

where C7^+'2'(t) is an Eisenstein series of level N and weight n + 2 and p{n)(u)

denotes the nth derivative of the Weierstrass p-function (c/ [Ko, pp. 131-134]).

Proof. For any n > 1 we have

pM(,) = (-l)»(fl + l)!£?_i_

= (-l)"(« + l)!      2^      ,2»^ , 2M _ 2  ,     _ 2nißY+2 '
(a,ß)ezxz y   N   ^  N      ¿mon     ¿nip)

where we are writing co = 2niax + 2niß . If we factor out a power of N from

the denominator we have, by the definition [Ko, p. 131] of the Eisenstein series,

= (-l)n(n + iy.Nn+2G^¿]ix).   O

Proposition 2.3. As a formal power series

Xf'ix)        ,       »r-A .
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where er is a modular form of weight r for the group

{A e SL2iZ): ik, l)A = (k,l)modN}.

Proof. By taking logarithmic derivatives one finds immediately that

(2.8) i£j^ = xdx) + xttz - x) - Xkn.

It is known that xÇix) = 1 - ¿Zn>2G2„ix)x2n , where G2nir) is the classical

Eisenstein series of weight 2n . It is also known that each G2„ix) is a modular
form of weight 2n for -SX2(Z) (cf. [Ko, pp. 109-110]).

Likewise, from the Taylor expansion of p{u-x) about x = 0 one finds that

(2.9) xÇ(u - x) = xdu) + Y, ^T^P^Mx"

in a neighborhood of zero since Ç'(x) = -p(x).

Lemma 2.2 immediately implies that

%$- = 1 - E Gin(r)x2n + YN"Gk''{T)xn + xiUz) - ko) + piz)x2

J{X> n>2 n>2

and thus,

(2.10)

ex =Ç(z)-ko,

ei - p(z),

e2r = -G2rÍT) + N2'Gfr'l)ÍT), r>2,

[e2r+x=N2^Gik^ir), r>l.

This proves that er is a modular form of weight r for the indicated groups for

all r > 1.   D

Corollary 2.4. For N > 2, the modular form <?3 does not vanish on the upper

half plane.

Proof. We have seen that p\z) = -2N3G(k'l)ir) = -2<?3. Since p'(jc) only

vanishes at the three 2-division points and 2z çé L (by our assumption on z)

we conclude that «?3 cannot vanish on the upper half plane.   D

We note that fix) = xe\piY,r>x ^xr), as a consequence of the expression

given by Proposition 2.3.

Proposition 2.5 ([H3, p. 39]). We have

fix) = ekxlN<t>(x)<b(-z)/<S>(x - z),

where

^_(l-e-)Yln>x(l-q"ex)(l-q"e-x)

{x)~ rwi-tf«)2

and q = e2nix.
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By using the additive expansion of the Weierstrass zeta function in terms of
q we obtain

xf'ix) _ »jr-,   xq"e~x      ^   xq"ex        xe~x      ^  xqnex~z

fix)   ~ ^ 1 - q"e~x ~ ¿-" 1 - qnex + 1 - e~x + ^ 1 - q"ex~z
... n>l n>l n>\

xqne-x+z xe~x+z kExq e
1 - qne-x l-e~x   '■ +XN'

n>\

Note that if we let k = 0 in (2.11) then the k/N term disappears and ez

becomes an JVth root of unity.
We can now determine the constant terms of the ^-expansions of the er by

examining (2.11) at the cusp t = zoo, i.e., at q = 0. For example, if N = 3

we find the constant terms for ex, e2 , and e^ to be i2k - 3)/6, 1/12, and 0,

respectively, when K ¿ 0. If k = 0 and / = 1 we see that the constant terms

are -iV5/6, -1/4, and iVI/18, respectively. For the case k = 0, 1 = 2 we
just get the conjugates of the k = 0,1 = I case.

3. The differential equation

In this section we study a differential equation which proves very valuable in

the following section.

Proposition 3.1 ([H2, §7.2]). The function fix) satisfies a differential equation

of the following form:

Note that by using a standard argument for elliptic functions we obtain

fix)fiz-x) = a^/N.

Proposition 3.2 ([H3]). The coefficient aN-X appearing in the differential equa-
tion (3.1) vanishes: aN-X=0.

Example 3.0.2. For N = 2 the differential equation has the form

(3'2) {T$î + a2 = 7k + a'nx)K

Rewriting (3.2) as fix)2 = 1 - a2fix)2 + fl4/(jc)4 we see that (in the notation
used in [LI, L2, O]) a2 = 20 and a4 = e .

If we multiply both sides of equation (3.2) by x2 and make the substitutions

^P = 1 + ¿Zr>\erXr and fix) = -xexp(£r>1 &xr) we see that a2 = -3e2

and Û4 = ji?2 + \ <?4 • Thus the coefficients a2 and a* are modular forms of
weights 2 and 4 respectively.

Likewise, for level 3 we get the differential equation

(3-5)        (M+a<{mî+a> = lè?+a<mK

By using the same substitutions as for the level 2 case we obtain ax = -6ex,

e2 = 3e\ (since a2 = 0), ai = 32f^ - 4e$, and a¿ = 4e2 . Thus, the coefficients
are modular forms of weights one, three, and six respectively.
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It is known that ax,a2,..., ûat-2 , cin , a2N are modular forms of weights
l,...,N-2, N, and 2N, respectively (cf. [H3]).

4. Level 3 elliptic genera

In this section we explore the elliptic genus when N is 3 and show that the

images of the complex projective spaces, under the genus, can be written very
nicely in terms of Jacobi polynomials. The level 2 case has been thoroughly
examined by Landweber, Stong, Ochanine, and Ravenel (cf. [LI, L2, O]). We
know that the coefficients of the level N logarithm, expanded in a neighborhood
of zero, depend on the images of the complex projective spaces. In fact it is

enough to know the coefficients of the derivative of the logarithm (2.6). To
understand these coefficients we will use the differential equation (3.1) and make
the substitution x = g{u), where g is the level N logarithm. By doing this
we obtain a new differential equation which g satisfies, i.e.,

(4.1) g'iufil - aNuN + a2Nu2N) - aN-2iug'iu))N-2-axug'iu) -1 = 0.

Theorem 4.1. For N = 3 the coefficients of g'iu) can be realized as "homoge-
neous" Jacobi polynomials, i.e.,

( iJa-¿)kP(«'-miai/2Ja¿), n = 3k,

<PiiCP») = l a(^)^(o»i/3)(a3/2v^)) n = 3k+l,

[o, n = 3k + 2.
Proof. For the level 3 situation the differential equation (4.1) is written as

(4.2) g'(u)3(l - a3«3 + a6u6) - axug'(u) -1 = 0.

If we let H(u) = 1 - ayu* + a6u6 we can then rewrite (4.2), after dividing by
H(u), as

(4.3) ^-«Ï^'M-^O.

Equation (4.3) can now be viewed as a cubic polynomial equation with coeffi-

cients -axu/H(u) and -1/H(u).
After solving this cubic polynomial equation and using formal algebra we

obtain

g'(u) = H(u)-x>2{C+2^\+HMl/Y

(4.4)
2

1/3'-l-2e3ui + H(u)x/2

)"}V 2
By a fairly straightforward algebraic argument one can show

(-l-2eiu* + Hju)x'2\ip = _2e u fl+2eiui + Hju)xl2\~lß

We are now able to rewrite our solution as
1/3

(4.5)

¿to-mur^U1*»**™1*)

-2^i+2^Y*(M)iy1/3}
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A moment's reflection shows that the right-hand side of (4.5) is related to the

generating function of the Jacobi polynomials P„a'^(x) for certain a and ß .

The generating function for the Jacobi polynomials is

(4.6) £P<-«W,. + íí-.(i^±í)""(i±i±í)"',

where

(4.7) R = (i-2xt + t2y'2

and a and ß are both greater than -1 (cf. [Sz]). Thus, if we let

(4.8) jc = (32c? - 4<?3)/4.?3 = ail2Jä~6

and

(4.9) t = 2<?3w3 = v^m3 ,

we find that

(4.10)

g\u)=Y,Pn'-m(ai/2yfcr(l)(Ja-(,yuin
n>0

+ |^i,(0,l/3)(fl3/2v^)(v^rM3„+1

n>0

Thus,

(4.11) <?3(CP3n) = (v^)"JPi0'-1/3)(a3/2v^),

(4.12) <Pi(CP3n+l) = ^(Va-6yPn°'l/3)(a3/2Vä-6)

and

(4.13) c»3(C/,3"-,) = 0.

Theorem 4.1 is now proved.   D

For level 4 the differential equations (3.1) and (4.1) become

and

(4.15) g'(u)\l - aAu4 + asus) - a2u2g'(u)2 - axug'(u) -1=0,

respectively.
By making substitutions, as in the level 2 and 3 case, into (4.14) we obtain:

a. = -8ei,

a2 = 26e2 - 6e2,

<?3 = 6exe2 - 8i?3   (from a3 = 0).

a4 = 9«?| + 30«??e2 - 83.??,

û8 = 16.??(3e2-4«?2)3.
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From (4.15) with ax, a2, a4 , and a% expressed in terms of the «?., we find
that

<p4(CPx) = -2ex,

3
2n(CP2) = \(3e2-e2),

<p4(CP3) = 0,

tp4(CP4) = ¡(-I91et + 54e\e2 + 21 e2).

We notice that for level 4 we are again obtaining polynomials but this time

in terms of ex and e2.

Lemma 2.1 tells us that ç>4(CP4k+i) = 0, k > 0. This enables us to write
the derivative of the level 4 logarithm as

g'(u) = £ tp4(CP4k)u*k + ]T <p4(CP4k+x)u4k+x + Y, <p4(CP4k+2)u4k+1.

k>\ k>0 k>0

Thus, the logarithm can be written as a sum of three expressions with coefficients
which appear to be polynomials in ex and t?2 - These observations along with

the level 2 and 3 results lead to the following conjecture.

Conjecture 4.2. The level N logarithm can be written as a sum of N - 1 expres-

sions in terms of Jacobi polynomials, Pnai'ßi\x), i = 1,2, ... , N - I, where

a, and ßi are suitable elements in {0, ±1/N, ±2/N,... , ±(N - l)/N}.

In [Sz, p. 68], it is shown that Jacobi polynomials can be written very nicely
as

(4.16)     ^/?)w=¿t(";a)(;^)(.-i)-(x+ir.

If we use the substitutions ax = -6ex, a-*, = 32e3 - 4<?3, and «26 = 4e\, we

can rewrite the images under the level 3 elliptic genus of the complex projective

spaces via (4.16) as

(4.17) tp3(CP3") = ¿ (£\ („"I,*,W - 2e3)"-m(Se¡r

and

(4.18) P3(C7>3"+1) = -2ex ¿ Q ("^W - 2ei)"-m(Se3x)m.
m=0 ^     ' ^ '

In the following proposition we let M%{YX{N)) denote the ring of modular

forms for the congruence subgroup Ti (JV).

Proposition 4.3 (Landweber). For level 2, e2 and e4 are algebraically inde-

pendent and M»(ri(2)) = C[<?2, e4]. For level 3, ex and e¡ are algebraically
independent and, as for level 2, M,(ri(3)) = C[t?i, ej]. Likewise, for N = 4,
<?i and e2 are algebraically independent and A/*(Ti(4)) = C[ex, e2].

Proof. We will first prove algebraic independence and then verify that these

pairs of modular forms are generators for A/*(Ti (TV)) for N = 2, 3, and 4.

For level 2 it will be enough to show that e% , e°f~xe\, ... ,e\a are linearly in-

dependent for all integers a > 0. By comparing constant terms of ^-expansions
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and using a standard argument, linear independence follows easily. To prove
the algebraic independence assertion for levels 3 and 4, we use an identical

method.
By applying several theorems in [Sh] one can conclude that

{1 + [|]   for N = 2 and for all even Ä: > 0,

1 + [|]   for AT = 3 and for all it>0,

1 + [|]   for JV = 4andforallA:>0,

where MkiYxiN)) denotes the space of modular forms of weight k and [x]

denotes the greatest integer less than x function.
By viewing C[i?2, e4] ç M*(Yli (2)) as a graded ring with respect to weights

of modular forms, we can give C[e2, e4] a basis of monomials such that the

dimensions of the space generated by the weight k basis monomials (/c even)

is precisely the dimension of Mk(Yx (2)). We therefore conclude that the above
inclusion becomes an equality.

For levels 3 and 4 we again use a dimensionality argument to get the desired

result.   D

Claim 4.4. The identities (4.17) and (4.18) imply that

T"
<PÁCP") e Z [2ex, 2e{].

\xkeZ [Ml-

Proof. It is enough to show that all the binomial coefficients (""*) and ("+')

are contained in Z[ -j ].

To show this we first note that, by solving ((1 + x)x/3)3 = l+x recursively

for the coefficients of (1 + x)1/3, we have

(4.20) (1+*)1/3 = E(|)-

This immediately implies that also

(4.21) (1 -l-JC)-1/3 =  (l+£(-l)»;c»j        eZ

\        n>0 /

Now (1 + x)n e Z[x], and thus,

(1 + x)"±x'3 = (1 + x)"(l + x)±x'3 = E (" t 'V G Z ÍI

1/3

[Ml-

[[x]].

Hence, {np) e Z[\].   u
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